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This paper presents the development of a simulation framework, SIMSHOL, which has 
a predictive capability to inform and support real-world Ship Helicopter Operating Limit 
(SHOL) trials for a range of helicopter-ship combinations. SIMSHOL is a desktop-based 
predictive simulation tool that presents an objectively optimized human pilot modelling 
technique within an integrated pilot-vehicle-environment that represents the Helicopter 
Ship Dynamic Interface (HSDI). The overall scheme employs a multi-loop pursuit pilot 
model, a linearized helicopter flight dynamics model with a new enhanced spatial 
turbulence model, together with an objective optimization loop. To simulate the ship 
airwake turbulence effect, a new spatial airwake disturbance modelling technique has been 
developed which, in real-time, captures the spectral characteristics of the turbulence 
around the ship from a CFD-computed ship airwake. Time and frequency domain 
comparisons have been made between SIMSHOL and piloted simulation flight trial 
experiments. It was observed that the performance of the SIMSHOL tool in maintaining 
sufficient clearance between the aircraft and the ship’s landing deck and hangar, whilst 
rejecting airwake disturbances, is well within the desired task performance boundaries. 
These investigations have shown that the tool is capable of representing the dynamics of 
a pilot-vehicle-task system in the challenging HSDI environment. Moreover, an automatic 
error-minimization based response optimization methodology has been developed and 
utilized which uses the iterative Gradient Descent optimization algorithm to objectively tune 
the pilot-vehicle loop transfer functions to represent a pilot’s performance in the simulator. 
The results show that SIMSHOL is able to predict operational limits for a range of different 
helicopter-ship and environmental combinations. 
Nomenclature 
𝑨, 𝑩, 𝑪       =   Linearized flight dynamics model system, input and output matrices.  
kp, k𝜙, kv, ky      =   Pilot model lateral channel loop gains.  
kq, k𝜃, ku, kx          =   Pilot model longitudinal channel loop gains.  
kṙ, kr, k𝜓       =   Pilot model pedal channel loop gains.  
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kẇ, kw, kh       =   Pilot model collective channel loop gains.  
kr, kro, kp, kpo      =  Pilot model sequential loop gains, innermost to outermost loop. 
Ṗ, Q̇, Ṙ       =   Helicopter angular accelerations (rad/s2).  
P, Q, R       =   Helicopter angular velocities (rad/s). 
Rm, Rt        =   Helicopter main and tail rotor radii (ft). 
U, V, W       =   Helicopter fuselage linear velocities (ft/s). 
U̇, V̇, Ẇ       =   Helicopter fuselage linear accelerations (ft/s2).  
U∞         =   Freestream wind velocity (ft/s). 
ua, va, wa       =   Airwake velocity components (ft/s). 
u’a, v’a, w’a      =   Airwake velocity fluctuations (ft/s). 
UL          =   Mean wind speed at the deck landing spot (ft/s). 
𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒖         =   Linearized flight dynamics model state, output and input vectors. 
X, Y, Z       =   Helicopter fuselage linear displacements (ft). 
xa, ya, za       =   Airwake structured domain node location coordinates (ft). 
Xc.g, Yc.g, Zc.g =   Ship’s linear displacement at its c.g. (ft). 
Xd, Yd, Zd       =   Ship’s linear displacement at deck landing spot (ft). 
Xl2o, Yl2o, Zl2o                                  =    Positions from the ship’s c.g. to the landing spot (ft). 
σT                            =   Total RMS turbulence intensity (ft/s). 
σu, σv, σw                              =   Airwake RMS turbulence intensities (ft/s). 
𝛿𝐿𝑜ng, 𝛿𝐿𝑎𝑡, 𝛿𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙, 𝛿Ped         =  Pilot control deflections (%). 
𝛿𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔_C, 𝛿𝐿𝑎𝑡_C, 𝛿𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙_C, 𝛿Ped_C     =   Actual pilot model control deflections (%). 
𝛿𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔_T, 𝛿𝐿𝑎𝑡_T, 𝛿𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙_T, 𝛿Ped_T       =  Enhanced spatial CETI model control deflections (%). 
𝜙, 𝜃, 𝜓         =  Helicopter fuselage attitudes (rad). 
𝜙s, 𝜃s, 𝜓s                                     =  Ship’s attitudes (deg). 
wn                  =  White noise.  
Subscripts 
a    =  Airwake domain axis.  
C         =    Actual control input.  
C+T                              =   Total control input. 
d    =  Ship’s landing deck. 
l2o    =  Ship’s landing spot to its c.g. location.  
s    =  Ship axis. 
T                               =   CETI turbulence input. 
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I.    Introduction 
The launch and recovery of helicopters from and to naval ships are carried out in challenging conditions, 
which are unique to the maritime environment. The combination of a confined ship landing deck, irregular 
ship motion, sea spray and unsteady airflow over and around the ship’s landing deck and superstructure, 
produce a high risk to, and operational demand on, the helicopter, ship, and crew. Together, these elements 
form the Helicopter Ship Dynamic Interface (HSDI) environment [1] (Fig. 1). 
 
Fig. 1   HSDI environment 
To determine the limitations of the safe operation of helicopters to and from ships, a safety envelope known 
as the Ship Helicopter Operating Limit (SHOL) is constructed, normally through First of Class Flight Trials 
(FOCFTs), for every in-service combination of helicopter and ship. The SHOL defines the safe 
environmental conditions for the helicopter launch and recovery operations, which subsequently provides 
operational guidelines to the pilot and crew [2]. The larger the SHOL envelope, the greater the operational 
capability of a given helicopter landing on a given ship. FOCFTs are performed at sea and are inevitably 
expensive and it can typically take weeks to construct a full SHOL envelope. Often the full range of wind 
and sea conditions may not be available during the trials, resulting in the construction of a more 





Fig. 2   Typical SHOL diagram [4] 
The SHOL consists of radial and circumferential lines of wind azimuth and magnitude, respectively, 
representing the Wind Over Deck (WOD) condition measured at the ship’s anemometer. The SHOL limit is 
shown as a bold black line, and the area inside this boundary indicates the combinations of wind 
speed/direction for which it is safe to land the helicopter. 
Because of the challenging environmental conditions described above, Modelling and Simulation (M&S) of 
the HSDI environment is being developed and deployed in flight simulators to investigate these operational 
and meteorological risks, with the intention of making SHOL testing safer, quicker, and more cost-effective 
[5-8]. Whilst not trying to fully replace at-sea testing, M&S aims to inform the key test points or “Hot Spots” 
to test at sea. 
Over the past few years, flight simulators have been utilized to better understand the complex interaction 
between the helicopter and ship within the challenging HSDI environment, and for deriving helicopter/ship 
operational guidelines and constructing preliminary simulated SHOL envelopes [6-14]. The aim has been 
to offer a wide range of benefits to the at-sea SHOL development process by testing various HSDI scenarios 
and environmental conditions repeatedly with a range of pilots, prior to the FOCFTs. A notable milestone 
in the use of M&S in maritime aircraft clearance trials was the use of piloted flight simulation in preparation 
for the F-35B Lightning II FOCFTs on the UK’s new aircraft carrier, HMS Queen Elizabeth [15]. To emulate 
this success, it would be desirable to have M&S tools that can inform helicopter-ship FOCFTs; the 
development of such a toolset is the theme of this paper. 
The Flight Science and Technology research group at the University of Liverpool operates a fully 
reconfigurable full-motion research simulator, HELIFLIGHT-R (Fig. 3) [16], for the purpose of analyzing 
flight handling qualities, pilot workload assessment, flight model development and simulation fidelity criteria. 
It has been at the forefront of research to develop high-fidelity HSDI simulation environments [3,10-15]. 
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HELIFLIGHT-R has been successfully used in several previous HSDI simulation research projects, such 
as shipboard operations for simulated SHOL prediction work on a Type-23 Frigate, a Wave Class Auxiliary 
Oiler [3], and the Queen Elizabeth Class (QEC) aircraft carrier [13,15]. The helicopter flight dynamics model 
used in these studies, and in the present study, was a generic FLIGHTLAB helicopter model [17] 
representing a SH-60B Seahawk helicopter [18].  
 
Fig. 3   HELIFLIGHT-R simulator (foreground) 
Whilst the authors continue to be engaged in research to further develop full-motion flight simulators and 
its fidelity requirements to inform SHOL trials [19-21], in this paper, a complementary modelling approach 
is presented in which an offline desktop-based predictive simulation tool has been developed to assess the 
overall HSDI pilot-vehicle-task-environment system to determine an initial SHOL. The developed tool has 
the capability of representing the dynamics of the combined pilot-vehicle system in the particularly 
demanding HSDI environment, which includes the effects of a CFD-computed ship’s airwake and 
representative deck motion. The tool, SIMSHOL, has been used in conjunction with Piloted Simulation 
Flight Trials (PSFTs) conducted in HELIFLIGHT-R to develop an automatic response optimization 
methodology that objectively tunes the pilot-vehicle loop transfer functions, using a machine learning based 
optimization algorithm to design an optimized HSDI simulation framework. To accurately simulate the ship 
airwake turbulence effect within the SIMSHOL tool’s offline simulations, a new enhanced spatial airwake 
disturbance modelling technique has been developed. This improves the generic stochastic turbulence 
model, which, in real-time, captures the spectral characteristics of the turbulence around the ship from CFD-
computed ship airwakes. The proposed tool offers the potential of a faster, cheaper, and more efficient 
method for operational analysis of launch and recovery tasks for different combinations of helicopters and 
ships, and for the aerodynamic assessment of the ship superstructure design. The aim is to predict and 
examine mission effectiveness, pilot cueing, environmental effects, and task performance for existing as 
well as new helicopter-ship combinations prior to the PSFTs and the real-world FOCFTs. The tool is not 
offered as a substitute for the piloted trials, rather it will complement such operations. 
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Figure 4 shows the structure of the predictive simulation tool, SIMSHOL, which includes a multi-loop multi-
axis pursuit pilot model loop combined with approximated human sensory cue feedback, linearized 
helicopter dynamics, a new equivalent enhanced spatial CFD-based ship airwake turbulence model, and 
ship motion which, combined, represent the integrated HSDI simulation environment. 
 
Fig. 4   Top level SIMSHOL tool structure 
In developing SIMSHOL, two multi-loop flight tasks have been simulated and examined. The ADS-33E-
PRF Precision Hover task [22] was examined first, being analogous to a hover flight condition in the 
helicopter-ship recovery task. This task was used for the initial analysis and pre-validation of the tool and 
for the pre-development of the response optimization methodology. Second, an HSDI deck landing task [2] 
was constructed and examined in which the mission of interest was the successful recovery of a simulated  
helicopter, configured to represent a SH-60B Seahawk, to the deck of a single-spot destroyer, utilizing a 
newly developed spatial turbulence integration technique. The simulations of both the tasks were compared 
with previous PSFTs and optimized using a newly proposed automatic response optimization technique. 
Finally, in conjunction with the PSFTs, the devised response optimization methodology was used to design 
a universal setting of the SIMSHOL tool for the optimized HSDI deck landings on five different naval ships 
(QEC, Wave Class Oiler, single-spot destroyer similar to the UK’s Type 45, Simple Frigate Shape v2 and 
a UK Type 23 Frigate) at a particular WOD condition. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses existing approaches to helicopter-ship desktop 
simulation tools based on different pilot modelling techniques, whilst Section III defines the helicopter flight 
dynamics models used for the two flight conditions considered and their comparisons with the non-linear 
FLIGHTLAB model. Section IV explains the pilot model loop design procedure whilst Section V shows a 
land-based task and the model optimization approach using the developed SIMSHOL tool. Section VI 
describes the HSDI task design in SIMSHOL, including the augmented spatial airwake turbulence technique 
and presents simulation results. Section VII details the response optimization methodology developed for 
the model’s transfer function objective optimization and for designing a universal SIMSHOL configuration. 
Conclusions and future work are presented in Section VIII. 
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II.    Background of HSDI M&S Predictive Tools 
A number of desktop helicopter-ship simulation tools have previously been developed based on a range of 
pilot modelling techniques. Lee, et al. developed a simulation of a UH-60A GENHEL simulated helicopter 
operating from a Landing Helicopter Assault class ship using a compensatory optimal control pilot model 
[23]. Moon, et al. investigated the operation of a BO-105 simulated helicopter operating from a TMV 114 
fast ferry using a compensatory optimal control pilot model [24], whilst Jarrett and Manso studied the effect 
of a ship’s airwake on an MRH-90 helicopter model recovering to a Landing Helicopter Dock class ship 
using a Proportional Integral Derivative controller based virtual pilot model [25].  Figueira, et al. developed 
a modified SYCOS classical pilot model and analyzed deck landings on a generic Light Stealth Frigate 
using the PycsHel Simulation facility [26]. 
However, these techniques only partially represent the overall human central nervous system, due to the 
absence of some human sensory modelling elements, particularly the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive 
systems which provide motion perception characteristics to the pilot model. The inclusion of these elements 
increases the fidelity of the pilot model by approximating the dynamics of the human sensory systems, 
which are important for tasks where the pilot uses information/cues from different perceptual modalities, 
i.e., vestibular motion, and visual cues, to successfully accomplish the task [27]. Recent work by the authors 
on establishing simulator visual-vestibular motion fidelity requirements for simulated shipboard operations 
have demonstrated the importance and sensitivity of different perceptual modalities in piloted simulations. 
It was found that the pilot captures cues on the aircraft states from vestibular and visual motion cues when 
conducting a task which is highly dependent upon the task requirements and fidelity of the motion 
perceptual modalities [21]. 
Hess [28] introduced a simplified technique of using a compensatory structural pilot model for modelling 
helicopter operations near ships which includes all the human sensory feedback systems: vestibular, 
proprioceptive, visual, and neuromuscular dynamics. However, whilst the pilot model is capable of 
representing a compensatory control strategy, in reality, the helicopter shipboard task is a pursuit tracking 
task where the target (i.e., the ship’s landing deck) is continuously and independently moving [1], imposing 
additional requirements to the piloted task. 
In a compensatory tracking task, feedback consisting of an indicator and a fixed reference point (i.e., the 
target) is provided to the pilot, and the task is to maintain the indicator on the reference point by 
compensating for the movements of the indicator via control inputs. An ideal compensatory tracking task 
would be the one in which there will be no further movement once the target location is achieved. A pursuit 
tracking task, on the other hand, is one in which the target moves due to external outside influences and 
the operator controls the follower in such a way as to keep it superimposed over the target. An ideal pursuit 
tracking would result in continuous movement (e.g., Superslide task [29], and HSDI task [2]). In a pursuit 
task, the external visual reference and sensory feedback systems are references naturally utilized by the 
pilot to perceive more information from the environment to be able to successfully and safely accomplish 
the task [30,31].  
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Therefore, in this study, the pilot modelling approach used in the development of the SIMSHOL tool is 
based on a pursuit pilot tracking technique, incorporating the necessary human motion perception features 
(e.g., visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive system) and is capable of representing multi-loop tasks. These 
features make the developed SHOL predictive tool (i.e., SIMSHOL) more applicable for the HSDI deck 
landing task simulations than has previously been achieved due to the task-specific characteristics, detailed 
in Section IV.  
III.    Helicopter Flight Dynamics  
Among the different elements of SIMSHOL’s structure shown in Fig. 4, one of the critical components of 
the pilot model loop design is a representative linearized helicopter flight dynamics model, which should 
accurately capture the dynamics of the non-linear full-scale model; this was the first step in the SIMSHOL 
design. The linearized model was used to simplify the overall construction and design of the SIMSHOL tool. 
The flight dynamics model used was a FLIGHTLAB [17] model representative of an SH-60B Seahawk 
helicopter, Fig. 5. The model has been used in several instances for simulated HSDI PSFTs in the 
HELIFLIGHT-R simulator [3,10-16,19-21], as detailed in Section I.  
 
Fig. 5   SH-60B helicopter 
 A multi-axis 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF), 9-state state-space linearized model (Eqn. 1) of an SH-60B 
helicopter was extracted from a non-linear FLIGHTLAB model. 
                                                           (𝒙, 𝒙 ̇, 𝒖) = 0,    𝒙 ∊ R9, 𝒖 ∊ R4                                                         (1) 
Two flight conditions are examined in this paper. The first was a hover flight trim condition, chosen for initial 
pilot model loop gains selection test and preliminary task analysis by simulating the ADS-33E-PRF 
Precision Hover task [22]. The second was a 25 kts low-speed forward flight condition to simulate the HSDI 
shipboard landing task [2]. The resulting Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system is described by Eqn. 2: 
                                                              𝒙 ̇ = 𝑨. 𝒙 + 𝑩. 𝒖    𝒚 = 𝑪. 𝒙                                                         (2) 
𝒙 = [𝜙, 𝜃, 𝜓, U, V, W, P, Q, R] 
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𝒖 = [𝛿𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔, 𝛿𝐿𝑎𝑡, 𝛿𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙 , 𝛿𝑃𝑒𝑑] 
where 𝒙, 𝒚 and 𝒖 are the state, output and input vectors, respectively, and 𝑨, 𝑩 and 𝑪 are the system, input 
and output matrices, respectively; (𝜙, 𝜃, 𝜓) are the helicopter fuselage attitudes; (U, V, W) are the helicopter 
fuselage linear velocities; (P, Q, R) are the helicopter fuselage angular rates; and (𝛿𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔, 𝛿𝐿𝑎𝑡, 𝛿𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙, 𝛿𝑃𝑒𝑑) are 
the pilot control inceptor deflections.  
Figures 6 to 9 shows the comparison of the linear and non-linear SH-60B FLIGHTLAB vehicle model 
responses to a longitudinal and lateral 3-2-1-1 control input to hover and low-speed flight dynamic models, 
detailed in the following Sections III.A and III.B, respectively.  
A. Hover Condition Flight Model 
The linearized vehicle model LTI system matrices for the hover flight condition are given in the Appendix. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the on- and off-axis comparisons of the linear and non-linear flight model responses 
to longitudinal and lateral stick control inputs. Overall, the observed responses of the linearized models 
show good agreement with the non-linear model. 
 
 






Fig. 7 Lateral input responses in hover dynamics 
B. Low-Speed Forward Condition Flight Model 
The linearized vehicle model LTI system matrices for the low-speed flight condition (trimmed at 25 kts 
indicated airspeed comprised of 12 kts ground speed and 13 kts relative headwind) are given in the 
Appendix. Figures 8 and 9 show the on- and off-axis comparisons of the linear and non-linear flight model 
responses to longitudinal and lateral stick control inputs. 
 
 





Fig. 9 Lateral input responses in low-speed forward flight dynamics 
The linearized model captures the overall behaviour of the non-linear helicopter dynamics well, which is 
sufficient for the pilot loop design within SIMSHOL. The missing dynamics in the linearized model, such as 
lead-lag dampers, flapping, and inflow, possibly account for the small discrepancies in some off-axis 
responses. In practice, the sampling time required for the determination of the pilot loop gains to design the 
pilot feedback loop of the SIMSHOL tool is shorter than the response time shown here (approximately up 
to 4 secs), as will be seen in the pilot model loop design in Section IV, Fig. 15. Therefore, the agreement 
between the nonlinear and linearized models for such a short time interval was considered suitable for this 
application. 
IV.    Pilot Model Loop Design 
The pilot modelling technique used in the development of the SIMSHOL tool was first introduced by Hess 
[32] and has now been applied, examined, and augmented in an HSDI environment in this paper. The 
technique is based on a pursuit pilot tracking model [32] capable of representing multi-loop tasks (two or 
more control inputs simultaneously) and incorporates all the human motion sensory equalization features 
(e.g., visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive system feedback) in a vehicular control manner [33]. These 
features make the model more applicable for the HSDI deck landing task simulations as it is a complex 
pursuit tracking task where the pilot derives aircraft state information/feedback from various sources such 
as the visual scene, relative aircraft motion, muscle motor movements, and instruments, together with 
external influencing factors such as airwake disturbances and landing deck motion [1]. In this paper, a new 
spatial airwake integration technique has been developed, augmenting the generic CETI turbulence model 
to better represent a time-accurate CFD ship airwake in the SIMSHOL simulations, detailed in Section VI.C. 
A response optimization methodology has also been developed in conjunction with the PSFTs and 
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integrated with the SIMSHOL tool to objectively tune the system to produce optimized responses 
representing pilot behaviour in a flight simulator, detailed in Section VII. Figure 10 shows the detailed 
SIMSHOL structure with the proposed Optimization and HSDI simulation environment (i.e., Ship motion 
and CFD ship airwake) development loops. 
 
Fig. 10   Detailed SIMSHOL structure 
The pilot model loop consists of three main systems: Command Generator, Pilot Loop, and Vehicle 
Dynamics, as shown earlier in Fig. 4. The command generator provides a flight trajectory input that is to be 
followed by the pilot model, consisting of an array of four inputs, X, Y, Z, 𝜓 (one for each channel). The pilot 
loop consists of the feedback loops that require the determination of pilot gains using frequency domain (F-
D) and/or time domain (T-D) techniques. Vehicle dynamics consist of a linearized state-space model of an 
SH-60B Helicopter extracted from FLIGHTLAB for a particular flight condition, as described in Section III. 
Figure 11 shows the feedback “information” sequential loops of the pilot model, innermost to outermost. 
Within each loop, the gain (kr→kp→kro→kpo) is selected based on the requirement that the model should be 
capable of performing the specified task and should produce representative responses. To meet these 




Fig. 11   Sequential pilot model loops 
Motion cues in flight simulators are perceived from visual information projected onto the human eye (i.e., 
Vection), from a simulator’s movement detected by the vestibular system present in the human ear (i.e., 
vestibular cues) and somatosensory receptors consisting of tactile and proprioceptive senses used to sense 
the change of forces on the human body and relative body parts position [34]. The vestibular system 
consists of two parts: the Semi-Circular Canals (SCC) and the Otoliths (Oto). The SCC acts as a damped 
angular accelerometer which senses the angular rates, and Oto senses the linear accelerations. 
Figures 12 and 13 show the SIMULINK pilot model loop structure arrangement for the longitudinal and 
lateral channels, respectively. The combination of the vestibular (SSC and/or Oto) and proprioceptive 
system provides the aircraft’s rate response motion feedback as a weighted sum of the combined cueing 
system, see Figs. 12 and 13. The proprioceptive feedback is weighted at 75 % and the vestibular at 25 %, 
as discussed in [35]. The main difference between the proprioceptive system and the vestibular system is 
the way in which they capture the motion information from the stimuli. The proprioceptive system captures 
information from the body joints and muscle receptors as a result of the movement; therefore, a suitable 
order transfer function of the aircraft’s rate response output to corresponding control input is extracted from 
the vehicle models under examination, to approximate the rate response feedback via the proprioceptive 
system. Table 1 shows the proprioceptive transfer functions derived in this study for each channel of the 
linearized models described in Section III. The vestibular system, on the other hand, captures the 
information of the physical movement that the body is subjected to, directly using ‘Oto’ and ‘SSC’ vestibular 
organs present in the human ear [35]; therefore, direct weighted feedback is input to the loop. Since physical 
movement is needed for activation of receptors of both the proprioceptive and vestibular systems, the two 




Fig. 12   Longitudinal pilot model loop 
 
 
Fig. 13   Lateral pilot model loop 
The combination of the visual-vestibular system provides motion feedback of the aircraft’s attitude 
response, see Figs. 12 and 13. The visual system provides the aircraft attitude cues feedback via external 
visual reference to the objects in the outside world, while the Otoliths of the vestibular system provides 
additional surrogate pitch and roll attitude cues feedback via the perception of the linear surge and sway 
accelerations cues, respectively. Combination of the visual-vestibular system is also employed in a 
weighted fashion, similar to the vestibular-proprioceptive combination; the visual feedback is weighted at 
75 %, and the vestibular at 25 %, as discussed in [35,38]. Altogether, the visual-vestibular-proprioceptive 
sensory feedback system produces a good approximate representation of overall self-motion perception of 
the human pilot [33,36]. 
For the design of the pilot model loop, F-D and T-D criteria described in [32] and [39], respectively, were 
initially employed in the selection of the appropriate pilot gains to build the SIMSHOL simulation scenarios 
and analyze the task simulations. Later, these gains served as a baseline setting for the development and 
application of the response optimization methodology to help tune the system objectively for optimal 
SIMSHOL performance, representing the pilot’s behavior in the simulator. The gains selection process 
involves sequentially closing the loops of the pilot model by fulfilling the design requirements within each 
channel (longitudinal, lateral, collective, and pedal) separately, and then combining all the channels to form 
a 6 DoF pilot model structure. Altogether there are fourteen pilot gains to be designed, four in each of the 
lateral and longitudinal channels and three in each of the collective and pedal channels, see Table 2. 
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Table 1   Proprioceptive feedback models  




0.032s4 − 0.0025s3 + 0.0056s2 − 0.000903s + 0.00017
s5 + 0.9914 s4 + 0.8138 s3 + 0.2887 s2 + 0.1057𝑠 +  0.03193 
 
0.03𝑠3 + 0.00344𝑠2 − 0.000281s + 8.606e − 06





4 + 0.0266 s3 + 0.0142 s2 − 0.00174 𝑠 − 3.197𝑒 − 05
   s5  +  4.84s4 + 1.462s3 + 1.439 s2 + 0.2126s + 0.1369 
 
0.07269𝑠3 − 0.002734𝑠2 + 0.0057s − 0.0005279





−0.548 s4 + 0.0482 s3 − 0.088 s2 − 0.0023 𝑠 + 3.985𝑒 − 06
    s5 + 10.16s4 +  1.781s3 + 1.447s2 + 0.45s + 0.0105 
 
0.0254𝑠4 − 0.00232𝑠3 + 0.00364𝑠2 − 9.563e − 06s





0.196 s4 + 0.0595 s3 + 0.0240 s2 + 0.0149𝑠 − 2.341𝑒 − 06
   s5 + 10.49 s5 + 5.058 s3 + 1.841s2 + 0.916s + 0.128 
 
0.2145𝑠4 + 0.0715𝑠3 + 0.0281𝑠2 + 0.000784s
𝑠4 + 0.6906𝑠3 + 0.387𝑠2 + 0.0365s + 0.0023 
 
 
Table 2   Pilot model loop sequence 
Channel Loop Closure Sequence Channel Loop Closure Sequence 
Longitudinal Q→𝜃→U→X Collective Ẇ→W→Z 
Lateral P→𝜙→V→Y Pedal Ṙ→R→𝜓 
 
The successful selection of the pilot loop gains using the F-D technique is based on the fulfilment of the 
following frequency response requirements in each of the pilot loop transfer functions shown in Fig. 11. 
Starting from the innermost loop, the gain ‘kr’ is selected such that the difference between the peak 
response magnitude and the mid-frequency magnitude is approximately 10 dB [32]. The gains ‘kp’ and ‘kro’ 
are selected such that the open-loop crossover frequency of the inner and outer loop transfer functions is 
approximately 2 rad/s, and finally the gain ‘kpo’ in the outermost loop is chosen to obtain the crossover 
frequency of 0.667 rad/s (one-third of crossover frequency in inner loop) [32]. The Bode plots in Fig. 14 
show the frequency responses obtained from the lateral channel design process, starting from the inner-
most (angular rate) closed-loop pilot gain ‘kp’, then the inner (attitude) open-loop pilot gain ‘k𝜙’, then the 
outer (linear rate) loop having pilot gain ‘kv’ and finally the outermost (translation) loop having pilot gain ‘ky’. 
The gains are adjusted/tuned until the desired criteria are achieved. The stability of the system is intact 




Fig. 14   F-D Technique lateral channel pilot loop design 
The determination of the pilot loop gains can be performed using a T-D technique as well, consisting of an 
evaluation of the step and sinusoidal responses of the feedback loop transfer functions to the inputs. Figure 
15 shows the T-D technique responses obtained from the lateral channel design. The sequence of the 
design process is the same as followed in the F-D technique, using sequential nested loop closure 
beginning with the innermost loop. A step input of unit amplitude is applied to the innermost loop and the 
gain ‘kr’ is selected at which the ratio of the first overshoot to first undershoot of the response is 
approximately 2.25 [39], see Fig. 15. The gain value obtained can be verified with the Bode plot response 
obtained using the F-D technique. Once the innermost loop is closed, the inner loop gain ‘kp’ is selected by 
exciting the open loop with a sinusoidal input of unit amplitude and frequency. The selected gain is the one 
for which the response amplitude and frequency are approximately the same as the input signal, see Fig. 
15. This process is continued for the remaining outer linear velocity and outermost linear translation loop 




Fig. 15   T-D technique lateral channel pilot loop design 
The procedure was followed to determine the initial pilot gains for both conditions, hover and low-speed 
forward flight, which were then objectively tuned to optimize SIMSHOL’s performance by utilizing PSFTs, 
detailed in Section VII. 
V.    Precision Hover Task Simulation 
Following the successful design/selection of the pilot loop gains, an initial examination of SIMSHOL was 
carried out by performing task simulations to compare the responses of the tool with PSFT results for a 
simple land-based ADS-33E-PRF Precision Hover task [22]. This was useful to aid in the pre-validation of 
the tool to ensure task simulation capability, initial analysis of the flight task, and objective tuning of the pilot 
loop gains for the response optimization. The piloted simulation data was acquired from a database of 
HELIFLIGHT-R piloted simulation flight trials built up over several years of in-house testing. 
To perform the simulations with the tool, the model was devised with a command generator to represent a 
helicopter pilot performing the precision hover task using the SH-60B hover flight dynamics model referred 
to in Section III.A. The task course is shown in Fig. 16 and an ideal flight trajectory command input to the 
tool is shown in Fig. 17. The rationale for using this task for the initial model examination was:  
i. the availability of sufficient piloted simulation flight trial data, and  
ii. because the precision hover is a multi-axis closed-loop tracking task in which the lateral and 




   
          
   Fig. 16   ADS-33 Precision Hover task course [22]                    Fig. 17   Hover task flight trajectory command 
The commanded task was to initiate the maneuver from the stabilized hover condition, at a suitable 
reference altitude (approximately 20 ft.), translate longitudinally 90 ft. and laterally 75 ft. at a ground speed 
of between 6 and 10 kts and return to a stabilized hover, maintaining the desired heading deviations 
throughout the maneuver [22]. The ADS-33E-PRF task performance requirements are described in Table 
3. 






Attain stabilized hover within X secs of initiation of 
deceleration 
5 8 
Maintain a stabilized hover for at least X secs 30 30 
Maintain the longitudinal and lateral position within ±X feet. 3 6 
Maintain heading within ±X° 5 10 
 
 
Figure 18 shows the task performance responses obtained from the SIMSHOL tool for the two simulation 
setups; with the ideal flight trajectory command using originally designed pilot gains (black dashed line), 
and with the HELIFLIGHT-R piloted simulation flight trial trajectory command using optimized pilot gains 
(red dashed line) obtained using proposed response optimization technique, compared with the PSFT 
results. The desired task requirements illustrated in Table 3 were successfully achieved by the tool showing 
an overall good agreement. However, from the response of the non-optimized condition, it appears that the 
pilot model loop gains obtained in the previous section needed tuning in the linear velocity loops to further 
improve the match. Another reason for the slight disagreement is because the SIMSHOL was commanded 
with an ideal Precision Hover task flight trajectory shown in Fig. 17. Thus, for the purpose of testing the 
ability of the tool to reproduce responses similar to that of a real pilot in the simulator, the SIMSHOL was 
commanded with the piloted flight trajectory obtained from the PSFT performed in the HELIFLIGHT-R 
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simulator. The pilot loop gains were then tuned automatically using the proposed error-minimization based 
response optimization methodology, detailed in Section VII.  
 
 
Fig. 18   Comparison of SIMSHOL tool and flight simulation trial responses in Precision Hover task 
Within the optimization procedure, the pilot loop gains varied approximately 5 to 15 % from those originally 
designed in Section IV. The pilot model reproduces the aircraft responses obtained from the piloted 
simulation trial very well (red dashed line). The structure of the overall pilot loop transfer functions 
optimization model, optimization procedure steps and its further utilization in obtaining a universal 
configuration of the SIMSHOL tool are detailed in Section VII.  
VI. HSDI Deck Landing Simulation Development 
Using the SIMSHOL tool, a HSDI scenario was constructed for simulating the UK standard deck landing 
task for a SH-60B helicopter to a single-spot destroyer in the presence of a turbulent airwake and with deck 
motion.  The influence of the CFD-generated ship airwake for a 25 kts headwind was included through the 
application of a representative spatial ship airwake turbulence technique developed in this study. Deck 
motion was included using a well-validated ship motion modelling software for the ship moving at 12 kts 
through a seaway of Sea State 4 (SS4). To provide PSFT data, the same simulation environment was 
developed in the HELIFLIGHT-R simulator and pilot-in-the-loop simulations were carried out by two 
experienced former Royal Navy (RN) test pilots. The simulation results obtained from SIMSHOL simulations 
were compared with the PSFTs to analyze the task performance and optimize the tool. 
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A. Flight Trajectory Task Command Generation 
The standard RN procedure for a port-side forward-facing recovery was adopted as the flight trajectory, 
illustrated in Fig. 19. This technique requires the pilot to guide the helicopter to a hover position alongside 
the port side of the ship’s deck and matching the ship’s forward speed, followed by a lateral translation to 
a hover over the deck spot before descending to land on the flight deck [2]. Four (Mission Task Elements) 
MTEs were identified from this description of the deck landing mission: (i) approach (ii) sidestep maneuver; 
(iii) station-keeping above the flight deck; and (iv) vertical landing (touchdown). 
 
Fig. 19   UK RN standard deck landing approach [2] 
The HSDI simulation environment modelled using SIMSHOL consisted of: the low-speed forward flight 
linearized vehicle model trimmed at 12 kts ground speed with a 13 kts headwind to represent 25 kts 
headwind WOD airwake condition; ship motion at a 12 kts speed in a SS4 seaway; and an equivalent 25 
kts WOD airwake turbulence using the Control Equivalent Turbulence Input (CETI) stochastic model [40,41] 
modified to capture spatial turbulence intensities from a CFD-computed ship airwake. Figure 20 shows the 
ship’s geometry and simulated MTEs.  
 
Fig. 20   Single-spot destroyer geometry 
The ideal flight trajectory input commanded to the SIMSHOL tool is shown in Fig. 21. The coordinate system 
is as follows: surge is positive from stern to bow, sway from port to starboard and heave bottom to top. The 
aircraft was trimmed at the same ground speed as the ship (i.e., 12 kts) and the simulation start location of 
the aircraft was 250 ft. aft of the ship landing spot, as can be seen from Fig. 20, therefore, to 
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accomplish/simulate the approach MTE, an initial forward translation command was provided to the aircraft 
at a constant velocity of 2.77 ft/s for 90 secs to approach alongside the ship’s deck and then a trim speed 




Fig. 21   Flight trajectory input command for HSDI task simulation 
 
B. Ship Motion Modelling (ShipMo3D) 
 
The ship motion was modelled for the corresponding ship and WOD condition using a well-validated ship 
motion potential-flow modelling code, ShipMo3D, developed at Defence Research and Development 
Canada (DRDC) – Atlantic [42]. The ship characteristics were: Length 150 m, Beam 17.6 m, Displacement 
8,040 t, Draught 6 m, Metacentric height 1.8 m, Number of Panels (wetted hull) 1342, Propeller diameter 
and rotational speed 4 m and 106.5. RPM (@ 12 kts). To account for the ship motion effect, it was assumed 
that the helicopter can land safely on the ship’s landing deck if the SIMSHOL tool is capable of following its 
relative position and maintain altitude clearance within the safe boundary for a given time (evaluated in 
Section VI.D). Therefore, the ship landing deck’s lateral and heave motion, shown in Fig. 22, served as a 
part of the flight trajectory command input to the SIMSHOL in the station-keeping MTE portion, as shown 
in Fig. 21. SIMSHOL’s ability to track the deck motion was examined by the task performance error 
evaluation, which will be discussed in Section VI.D, Fig. 31. The ship motion was first calculated at the 
ship’s c.g. using ShioMo3D and the landing spot motion was calculated using Eqns. 7 and 8. As can be 
seen from the equations, the ship landing spot’s heave motion is a function of ship’s heave, pitching and 




Fig. 22   Single-spot destroyer sea state 4 ship motion at c.g. and landing spot 
                                         Zd= Zc.g +√Xl2o
2 + Zl2o
2 .sinθs+ Zl2o.(1-cosϕs)                                                   (7) 
                                                    Yd = Yc.g +Xl2o.sinψs+Zl2o.sinϕs                                                                                              (8) 
(Xl2o, Yl2o, Zl2o) are positions from the ship’s landing spot to its c.g. location as shown in Fig. 20 and (𝜙s, 
𝜃s, 𝜓s) are the ship’s roll, pitch and yaw attitude. Figure 22 shows the ship motion calculated at a SS4 
condition with a 12 kts ship forward speed. 
C. Enhanced CFD-Based Spatial Turbulence Integration Methodology 
The helicopter in the HSDI environment is immersed in the turbulent airflow over and around the ship’s 
landing deck and superstructure. In addition, there is a further wake created due to the rotor of the helicopter 
that affects the overall air flowfield. Thus, in reality, there exists an aerodynamic coupling between a 
helicopter and ship operating in this very dynamic environment [10]. However, generating a complete 
coupled dynamic system takes excessive time and processing power and is not currently possible in real-
time piloted simulations. Therefore, in this study, an enhanced spatial airwake integration methodology has 
been proposed which integrates a CFD-computed ship airwake within CETI model transfer functions, to 
capture spatial turbulence intensities along the helicopter flight path in real-time during the SIMSHOL HSDI 
simulations, representing the UK standard deck landing procedure, see Fig. 23. CETI models the general 
turbulence field by determining the pilot control inputs that are injected in parallel to the actual control inputs 
within the SIMSHOL thus producing the spectral characteristics of the aircraft responses representative of 
that produced in the atmospheric turbulence field. Originally, the identification of the CETI model was 
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performed by Lusardi et al. [40,41] using a UH-60 helicopter hovering in the turbulent air downstream of a 
large cubical hangar, which is similar to a deck landing HSDI condition.  
 
Fig. 23   Proposed spatial CFD airwake integration methodology (An enhanced spatial CETI model)                           
The CETI model is parameterized by turbulence intensities ‘𝜎’, freestream wind velocity ‘𝑈∞’, main rotor 
radius ‘Rm’ and tail rotor radius ‘Rt’. The SH-60B helicopter main and tail rotor radii are 26.85 ft and 5.5 ft, 
respectively. The generic CETI model was obtained from the Comprehensive Identification from Frequency 
Responses (CIFER) tool [43]. The white-noise (𝑤n) driven CETI model transfer functions are given in Eqns. 
(9)-(12). 
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The CETI model would produce a constant turbulence intensity flowfield based on a single turbulence 
intensity RMS value input to the transfer functions illustrated in the above equations. The output of the CETI 
model for a local hover point is shown in Fig. 24 in which the CETI output represents a constant turbulence 
intensity. However, to represent the spatial variation of turbulence around the ship’s flight deck, and 
therefore improve the fidelity of the airwake disturbance modelling, in the enhanced CETI model CFD-
computed unsteady airwake data for a 25 kts H00 WOD condition was stored in the 3D lookup tables 
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consisting of the full structured airwake domain (see Fig. 25), sampled at 25 Hz and interpolated onto a 1 
m cell spacing.  
 
         Fig. 24   Original CETI output (localized turbulence) 
 
Fig. 25   Ship airwake structured domain 
The lookup table maps the location coordinates (xa, ya, za) of an airwake domain as input to airwake velocity 
components (ua, va, wa) stored into it as output. The position of the aircraft relative to the touchdown point 
on the ship landing deck was used to extract airwake velocity data from the lookup tables, see Fig. 23. 
Following that, the RMS of the velocity components at every point along the flight trajectory path, as shown 
in Fig. 26, were calculated and used as an input into the CETI transfer functions, hence modifying the 
original model into an enhanced spatial CETI turbulence to represent the varying turbulence field around 
the ship.       
Figure 26 shows the spatial variation of the RMS turbulence intensities throughout HSDI MTE phases: 
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approach, traverse, hover and landing, as specified in Fig. 19. Figure 27 shows the final output produced 
from the enhanced spatial CETI turbulence model for the turbulence intensities specified in Fig. 26. The 
turbulence is lowest in the approach MTE since it is outside of the ship’s airwake. The RMS values start to 
increase in the traverse MTE where the aircraft laterally approaches to the deck, encountering the turbulent 
airwake. Finally, the constant value in the hover MTE corresponds to a single spot in the airwake space, 
followed by the landing MTE which shows variations until touchdown. The “baseline” CETI model is not 
capable of representing the turbulence field in the approach, traverse and landing MTEs of the standard 
deck landing procedure where the turbulence intensity varies along the flight path, whereas the modified 
turbulence model does capture the spatial variation of turbulence intensities in real-time from the time-
accurate unsteady CFD airwake over and around the ship landing deck and superstructure. 
For modelling an air flowfield environment, there exists a standard approximate ratio [24,28] (Eqn. (13)) 
between ambient wind speed ‘U∞’, mean wind speed at the landing spot ‘UL’ and the total turbulence 
intensity at that point ‘σT’. Eqn. (14) specifies the ratio of the condition simulated in this paper. 
 
   Fig. 26   Turbulence Intensities along HSDI flight Path                  Fig. 27   Enhanced spatial CETI model output  
                                     U∞ : UL : σT = 1:0.4 ~ 0.58:0.05 ~ 0.13 (standard)                                               (13) 
                              U∞ : UL : σT = 1:0.51:0.14 [42.2:21.5:6.2 ft/s] (in this case)                                        (14)     
The SIMULINK final form of the SIMSHOL tool is presented in Fig. 28, which shows the flight trajectory 
command input, enhanced CETI airwake model, pilot model loops, vehicle dynamic model and a 3D 











































D. Simulation Results  
A number of deck landings were simulated using the developed SIMSHOL tool. Figure 29 shows the results 
of the tool primarily tracking the position of the landing spot, with and without the enhanced spatial CETI 
airwake, for the station-keeping hover MTE. The hover MTE simulation starts at a stationary position 22.5 
ft above the landing spot (i.e., approximately at ship’s hangar height), illustrated earlier in Figs. 20 and 21. 
It can be seen in Fig. 29 that, with and without the airwake, the SIMSHOL tool tracks the ship’s heave and 
sway motion well and maintains sufficient altitude clearance from the ship’s landing deck. It can further be 
seen that the enhanced airwake CETI turbulence has a noticeable disturbance effect on the response of 
the helicopter, especially in attitude. However, the tool successfully accomplishes the task, rejecting the 
external disturbances whilst maintaining the desired position. 
 
 
Fig. 29   SIMSHOL HSDI Simulation Results for a 30 sec hover 
 
Figure 30 shows the control inputs (red lines) and the enhanced spatial CETI model’s output (blue lines) 
simulated by the SIMSHOL tool, throughout the task in all four MTEs of the standard deck landing 
procedure. During the approach and port-side hover MTE, forward longitudinal cyclic control input is applied 
at t=0 secs to initiate the forward translation command and at t=88 secs the stick is pulled back to finish the 
approach MTE. No change in command is input to the SIMSHOL for the next 30 secs and the aircraft 
maintains forward flight at ground trim speed alongside the port-side of the landing deck before starting the 
traverse MTE. Since the aircraft experiences lowest turbulence in the approach MTE, the stick deflections 
and spatial CETI turbulence are both small. To initiate the traverse MTE, lateral control stick input is applied 
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at t=119 secs to translate the aircraft laterally to the ship’s landing deck while the forward flight is 
maintained. During this MTE the aircraft encounters the turbulence produced by the ship’s superstructure, 
as illustrated earlier in Fig. 26. As the turbulence increases alongside, the control compensation increases 
as well to counteract the disturbances. This maneuver finishes at t=175 secs over the landing spot. During 
the hover MTE, the aircraft is commanded to track the sway and heave motion of the ship’s landing deck 
while rejecting the disturbances and maintaining sufficient altitude clearance and forward flight at ground 
trim speed. It can be seen that the turbulence and the control activity in all four axes during the hover MTE 
are higher throughout this phase. Finally, the landing MTE is initiated with the collective lever input at t=295 




Fig. 30   SIMSHOL stick control and Enhanced Spatial CETI output time histories (trimmed reference) 
To evaluate the performance of the station-keeping MTE of the overall HSDI task, the task performance 
can be quantified by determining the position tracking errors [28]. Figure 31 presents the tracking errors 
evaluated from one of the simulation runs, which shows that the calculated position errors (ship deck 
movement minus aircraft movement) are well within the desired task performance criteria as specified in 
[28] for a similar dynamic interface task, and listed in Table 4. The aircraft is expected to remain within a 




Fig. 31   SIMSHOL performance evaluation through tracking errors 
  Table 4   HSDI position tracking task performance criteria [28] 
Performance X Y Z Attitude 
Desired ±5 ft. ±6.5 ft. ±9.5 ft. ±5° 
Adequate ±6.5 ft. ±9.5 ft. ±13 ft. ±10° 
 
To further analyze SIMSHOL’s performance, Fig. 32 compares the FFTs of the piloted simulation flight trial 
and SIMSHOL for roll, pitch, and yaw rate responses during the station-keeping MTE. Figure 33 compares 
the Bode plots identified from the piloted simulation flight trial and SIMSHOL HSDI responses in the station-
keeping MTE. Three on-axis conditions are compared: roll rate response to lateral control input, pitch rate 
response to longitudinal control input, and yaw rate response to pedal input. It can be seen that SIMSHOL 
predicts the responses reasonably well throughout the frequency range. 
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         Fig. 32   Attitude rate response FFT comparison               Fig. 33   On-axis identified bode plots comparison 
The overall agreement between PSFTs and SIMSHOL is good throughout the frequency range. As 
demonstrated in Fig. 31, the tool was capable of accomplishing the task well within the task performance 
criteria shown in Table 4, successfully rejecting the airwake disturbances while tracking the moving deck. 
Moreover, the enhanced spatial CETI model which has been developed, simulates the particular HSDI 
turbulence effect reasonably well, representing the real-world challenging deck landing condition. However, 
as demonstrated in the Precision Hover task in Section V, the SIMSHOL response can be further improved 
by utilizing the PSFTs data using the response optimization technique; therefore, the pilot loop gains were 
optimally and objectively tuned for this case as well to obtain an optimized setting of the tool for high-fidelity 
task simulation performance, detailed in the following Section.  
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VII.   Response Optimization Methodology  
To optimize the SIMSHOL tool for high-fidelity HSDI offline task simulations to be performed as closely and 
accurately as possible to the real-human pilot’s performance in the simulator, a task-specific objective 
response optimization methodology was formulated within MATLAB’s Design Optimization program 
function [44], using a historical database of numerous piloted flight trials in the HELIFLIGHT-R simulator. 
The optimizer model applied was the iterative Gradient Descent method set to use the Sequential Quadratic 
Programming algorithm devised with PSFT vs SIMSHOL responses RMS error minimization problem 
function as an optimization objective. The model was used to automatically optimize the pilot model 
sequential loop transfer function gains for the low speed forward flight condition (H00 25 kts WOD case) 
which were initially designed using F-T and T-D criteria in Section IV and employed here as a baseline for 
initialization of the optimization iterations, as performed in Section V for the ADS-33 Precision Hover task. 
The purpose of the proposed methodology was to assess the limit to which the SIMSHOL’s response could 
be improved, and to train the SIMSHOL tool for it to be used in the future for simulated SHOL predictions 
prior to FOCFTs. Moreover, the intention was to obtain a universal set of optimized pilot model loop gains 
which can potentially be used in the SIMSHOL tool for the range of helicopter-ship combinations at the 
same WOD airwake condition, so that for every different combination the gains need not be updated. 
 PSFTs data were obtained from the HELIFLIGHT-R database for SH-60B helicopter landings on five 
different ships by two former RN test pilots. The ships were the Queen Elizabeth class aircraft carrier (QEC), 
Wave class auxiliary oiler, a destroyer similar to the UK’s Type 45 Daring class, Simple Frigate Shape v2 
(SFS2), and a UK Duke class Type 23 frigate [3,10,13,15,19,20]. Piloted simulation flight trajectories flown 
by the test pilots from each of the helicopter-ship combination trials were used as input to SIMSHOL 
trajectory block, instead of ideal flight trajectories shown earlier in Fig. 21. The SIMSHOL responses 
obtained from the tool were compared with the responses of the PSFTs to reduce the error between them 
by automatic tuning of the pilot model loop transfer function gains in each axis using the proposed 
optimization method.  
The steps below explain the optimization process configured to first optimize SIMSHOL’s performance and 
subsequently derive an optimal set of pilot model loop gains at which SIMSHOL’s response is closest to 
the PSFT results. The objective of the optimization loop is to compare the SIMSHOL simulations with the 
PSFTs performed by the real-human pilot for a particular test case and minimize the RMS error between 
the aircraft states using the devised iterative optimization algorithm, which varies the pilot model loop gains 
iteratively until the optimal set of gains are obtained at which the RMS error is minimum. The optimization 
structure is shown in Fig. 34. 
i. Modify the pilot model loop for the SIMSHOL response comparison with the PSFT data. Input PSFT 
trajectory command as an input to SIMSHOL flight path trajectory command generator loop. 
ii. Specify baseline/artificially designed pilot loop gains for the initialization of optimization iterations as 
optimization design variables and define a suitable maximum and minimum range of design variables 
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variation during the optimizer iterations. All fourteen sequential model loop gains are added in the 
optimization problem as design variables.  
iii. Specify the PSFT-SIMSHOL responses RMSE output signal within the modified pilot model loop to 
be logged as an optimization function criterion that is to be minimized.  
iv. Form the minimization problem function script for each axis within each channel (Lateral, Longitudinal, 
Collective and Pedal).  
v. When the SIMSHOL optimization simulation is run for the baseline configuration of the pilot loop 
transfer functions the RMS error signal specified is logged and used by the algorithm in the evaluation 
of the design requirements for the next iteration to minimize the function output (i.e., RMS error 
comparison signal). 
vi. The algorithm produces the new set of tuned pilot model loop gains which are uploaded to SIMSHOL 
to replace the previous set and the simulation is run again automatically. The RMS error between 
SIMSHOL and PSFTs’ responses (aircraft states) is compared to determine if the optimization 
solution (i.e., gradient descent) has converged with 0.001 constrained tolerance and function output 
has been minimized. 
 
Fig. 34   Proposed SIMSHOL automatic response optimization model structure 
Initially, the optimization methodology was applied to obtain an optimized set of gains for the landings on 
the single spot Destroyer to progress with the simulations performed in Section VI. Subsequently, using the 
optimized set of gains, simulated landing operations on five different ships of different size, shape, and 
configurations were examined (see Fig. 35) for a 25 kts headwind WOD using the response optimization 
model, and a single universal set of pilot loop gains was designed which provided optimized aircraft 
responses for landing tasks on all five ships. Figures 36 to 40 show good agreement between the optimized 





Fig. 35   Ships used for HSDI simulations: QEC (280 m); Wave Class Oiler (196 m); Type 45 ‘Like’ (152 m); 
SFS2 (139 m); Type 23 Frigate (133 m) 
 
 














Fig. 39   Comparison of PSDs of SIMSHOL and PSFT for SFS2 deck landing task 
 
 
Fig. 40   Comparison of PSDs of SIMSHOL and PSFT for T23 Frigate deck landing task 
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VIII.  Conclusions 
The research presented in this paper has been aimed at developing a high-fidelity desktop-based simulation 
tool which predicts piloted helicopter landing on the deck of a moving ship in the presence of a turbulent 
airwake and deck motion. The developed tool models the pilot, vehicle, task, and environment elements 
and has been compared with equivalent piloted deck landings conducted in a full-motion flight simulator. 
The simulation tool has been called SIMSHOL and the paper has described how the tool has been 
developed and applied to a number of helicopter-ship combinations at a particular WOD condition. The 
overall aim has been to construct a high-fidelity optimized simulation framework which, compared with at-
sea trials, offers a faster, cheaper, and more efficient method of assessing the difficulty of landing a 
helicopter to a ship. The following are the key conclusions drawn from this work: 
1. In the initial pre-validation phase of the SIMSHOL tool, in which ADS-33E-PRF Precision Hover task 
was simulated, the tool was shown to be suitable for offline desktop-based task simulations and 
analysis.  
2. An objective response optimization technique was developed to improve the Precision Hover task 
performance by objective pilot model loop transfer function tuning using PSFTs data. Using the 
response optimization methodology, the gains of the pilot model loop transfer functions were tuned to 
derive an optimized set of gains which improved the response match between SIMSHOL and the PSFT, 
representing a pilot’s performance in the simulator.   
3. An enhanced spatial CETI turbulence integration technique has been developed, and applied within 
SIMSHOL, to capture the spatial variation of turbulence intensities over and around the ship’s landing 
deck along the desired flight trajectory path in real-time during SIMSHOL simulations. The modified 
CETI model utilizes CFD-generated ship airwake data to provide the spatial variation of the turbulence 
intensities along the flight path throughout the different phases of the standard deck landing procedure.  
4. The tool was further developed by constructing and simulating the HSDI environment for a 25 kts 
headwind WOD airwake condition. It was found that in the critical station-keeping MTE simulation, the 
SIMSHOL tool was capable of maintaining the desired helicopter clearance from the ship’s landing 
deck and superstructure while tracking its lateral and vertical motion, thus rejecting the external airwake 
disturbances and accomplishing the deck landing task successfully within specified task performance 
metrics.  
5. A piloted simulation trial was conducted in the HELIFLIGHT-R simulator for the same HSDI condition 
(i.e., SH-60B landings on a single-spot destroyer) to compare, validate and optimize the SIMSHOL tool 
to be able to predict deck landing performance as close as possible to the real human pilot. After 
simulating the HSDI conditions within the SIMSHOL tool and performing several deck landings, time 
and frequency domain comparisons of the SIMSHOL with PSFT responses were examined and 
showed good agreement. Subsequently, the response optimization technique was used to optimize the 
HSDI task simulation performance. 
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6. An error-minimization based Response Optimization methodology was further developed and 
integrated with the SIMSHOL tool. A database of HELIFLIGHT-R flight trials was used to automatically 
optimize the pilot model transfer functions and train the tool to predict deck landing performances by 
better representing a real pilot’s behavior in the simulator. A universal configuration of the tool was 
obtained by examining the SIMSHOL deck landing simulations on five different naval ships and 
comparing them with PSFTs, which led to the derivation of an optimized set of pilot loop gains capable 
of predicting limits with a high level of confidence for all five combinations. The frequency domain 
comparisons of the PSFTs with SIMSHOL showed good agreement for all the helicopter-ship 
combinations. 
Using the SIMSHOL tool, and comparing with PSFTs, it has been found that it is capable of representing 
the HSDI pilot-vehicle-task-environment system within acceptable boundaries and it possesses potential to 
be used as a PSFTs planning and preliminary task investigation tool to inform and support real-world 
FOCFTs. In the final phase of the tool’s development, it is intended to integrate the tool within the 
FLIGHTLAB environment where the full-scale non-linear vehicle model will be utilized along with the full 
interaction of the CFD-generated ship airwake influencing the flying qualities of the simulated helicopter 
based on Airload Computation Points Method (ACPs) distributed around the helicopter rotors, empennage 
and fuselage. Airwakes and ship motion for different wind speeds and directions can also be incorporated. 
Moreover, it is intended to perform a three-point comparative assessment between SIMSHOL, PSFTs, and 
FOCFTs to develop a workload metric to be able to further enhance the tool’s fidelity and to efficiently 
predict preliminary simulated SHOL envelopes.  
Finally, it is well understood that the tool is not offered as a substitute for piloted flight trials, it is intended 
for it to be used in conjunction with piloted simulations and real-world flight trials to quicken the process of 
deriving ship-helicopter operating limits. 
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